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During World War II, Bucky Barnes and Steve Rogers (A.K.A. Captain America) were thought killed in action. In actuality, Captain America was trapped in ice deep in the ocean, and remained in suspended animation for decades until he was discovered by S.H.I.E.L.D., later becoming the leader of the Avengers.

Bucky’s preservation was more tumultuous. Captured by Hydra after losing his arm, Bucky’s memory was erased and he was programmed as a sleeper assassin called the Winter Soldier, kept in cryogenic sleep except when on mission. Having recently escaped Hydra’s grip, and with his memory returning, Bucky has been trying to make up for past sins. But a man by the name of Helmut Zemo framed Bucky for a terrorist attack, launching a global manhunt and even a rift in the Avengers’ ranks.

What is Zemo’s game? And how will the Avengers go forward from here?
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AT AN UNEARTHED HYDRA BASE OF OPERATIONS.

YOU KILLED INNOCENT PEOPLE IN VIENNA JUST TO LURE US HERE, ZEMO?

...I JUST REALIZED THERE'S A BIT OF GREEN IN THE BLUE OF YOUR EYES.
HOW NICE TO FIND A FLAW.

YOU'RE SOKOVIAN. IS THAT WHAT THIS IS ABOUT?

SOKOVIA WAS A FAILED STATE LONG BEFORE YOU BLEW IT TO HELL.*

NO. I'M HERE BECAUSE I MADE A PROMISE.

YOU LOST SOMEONE?

I LOST EVERYONE.

*ZEMO'S VIEW ON THE EVENTS OF MARVEL'S AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON -- MEDIATOR MARK

AND SO WILL YOU. AN EMPIRE TOPPLED BY ITS ENEMIES CAN RISE AGAIN. BUT ONE THAT CRUMBLES FROM WITHIN?

CLICK

PLAY

16 декабря

THAT'S DEAD. FOREVER.
PM 7:01
DEC. 16 1991
CAM 3

I KNOW THAT ROAD.

SERGEANT BARNES?

WHAT IS THIS?

HOWARD?!

DID YOU KNOW? DID YOU KNOW BARNES MURDERED MY PARENTS?!

...YES.
IT WASN'T HIM, TONY.

HYDRA TURNED HIM INTO A SLEEPER ASSASSIN.

THEY HAD CONTROL OF HIS MIND...

BUCKY WOULD NEVER--

MOVE!

KRSHK

ZRRRR
DO YOU EVEN REMEMBER THEM?

I REMEMBER ALL OF THEM.
TONY... PLEASE...

I DON'T CARE. HE KILLED MY MOM.

THIS ISN'T GONNA CHANGE WHAT HAPPENED.

CRACK

THUNK

UHN...

STEVE!

FWASH
THAT SHIELD DOESN'T BELONG TO YOU.

YOU DON'T DESERVE IT.

MY FATHER MADE THAT SHIELD.
T’CHALLA?

DO NOT WORRY, CAPTAIN. ZEMO WILL NOT BE GOING ANYWHERE.

SERGEANT BARNES... I WANTED TO APOLOGIZE TO YOU FOR ALL THAT HAS HAPPENED.

I BELIEVED YOU TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MY FATHER’S MURDER, BUT I NOW KNOW HIS DEATH WAS THE RESULT OF ZEMO’S MACHINATIONS.

IT WAS YOU AND CAPTAIN AMERICA WHO LED ME TO UNCOVER THIS TRUTH, AND FOR THAT I WANTED TO OFFER YOU MY ASSISTANCE.

THE MENTAL PROGRAMMING YOU WERE FORCED TO ENDURE, TRANSFORMING YOU INTO A HYDRA ASSASSIN—I MAY KNOW OF SOMEONE IN WAKANDA WHO CAN ASSIST IN PURGING YOUR MIND OF IT.

I--I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO SAY. THANK YOU.

FIRST, I MUST DELIVER ZEMO TO RECEIVE THE WORLD’S JUSTICE FOR HIS CRIMES AGAINST THE UNITED NATIONS.

BUCKY AND I HAVE A FEW LAST LOOSE ENDS TO TIE UP OURSELVES. I’LL BE IN TOUCH.

UNDERSTOOD, YOUR HIGHNESS.
STEVE...FOR EVERYTHING THAT'S HAPPENED BECAUSE OF ME--WHAT I'VE DONE...

I JUST WANTED TO SAY-- SAVE IT, BUCK.

I'VE TOLD YOU TIME AND TIME AGAIN...

...I'M WITH YOU TILL THE END OF THE LINE. NOW I'VE GOT TO SAVE SOME FRIENDS WHO'VE DONE THE SAME FOR ME.
DID YOU JUST SEE THAT BLIP ON MONITOR 6?
IT LOOKED LIKE IT WAS COMING FROM--

WHAM

THWACK

UHNNNN...
Told you he wouldn't leave us behind, Clint.

Sorry, I couldn't make it here sooner.

Well, ain't you a sight?

We'll try not to hold it against you.

This has been fun, but believe me when I say that I am officially retired now.

Finally.

Understood, Clint. Go back home and take care of that brood of yours.

Sam Wilson
A.K.A. The Falcon

Scott Lang
A.K.A. Ant-Man

Wanda Maximoff
A.K.A. The Scarlet Witch

Clint Barton
A.K.A. Hawkeye

"You've got to enjoy the time you've got with the ones you love while you have it.

"That goes for you too, Mr. Lang. Thank you again for your help.*

*See the recent Spider-Man: Homecoming Prelude for details! --Spider-Mark"
CAPTAIN, I ASSURE YOU THIS IS THE ONLY WAY. IN ORDER FOR SERGEANT BARNES TO BE CLEANSED OF HIS PROGRAMMING, HE WILL HAVE TO RETURN TO CRYO-SLEEP STASIS SO THE WAKANDA DESIGN GROUP CAN DO ITS WORK.

I STILL DON'T KNOW ABOUT ALL THIS. OF COURSE, IT'S UP TO BUCKY.

I'VE GOT TO GIVE IT A SHOT. IF YOU THINK THERE'S A CHANCE YOU CAN MAKE IT WORK...?

THE SCIENTIST LEADING THIS INITIATIVE IS THE MOST GIFTED IN WAKANDA...

"...I'D TRUST HER WITH MY LIFE."

SHURI, PLEASE EXPLAIN THE SAFEGUARDS YOU ARE TAKING TO EASE SOME CONCERNS.

OF COURSE, BROTHER. WE ARE USING OUR MOST SOPHISTICATED BIO-SCANNERS TO CREATE A ONE-TO-ONE DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF SERGEANT BARNES' BRAIN.

ALL THE PROGRESS WE MAKE WILL BE TESTED AND RETESTED AGAIN IN THE DIGITAL CONSTRUCT—SO THERE WILL BE NO DAMAGE IN ANY WAY TO THE ACTUAL PHYSICAL TISSUE.

TRUST ME...
"...I’m your best bet on this."

You say you’ve made a breakthrough?

I said you needed to come and see what I’ve been doing so I can impress you with my genius.

MONTHS LATER...

You tell me what it is you’ve done and I’ll decide whether or not to clap for you.

Fine, but for you to fully appreciate, you should understand how hard it is to do what you asked of me.

It’s not as simple as erasing mental programming outright. There’s no delete button here.

And a majority of his programming is linked to trigger words.

The last thing we want to do is remove all of who Sergeant Barnes is—his loves, his hates, his quirks, his whole personality—when trying to destroy what Hydra made him to be.

The hardest part is rooting out the extent of his memories that have the greatest amount of control over his physical actions...

The ones that have been manipulated due to their deep emotional trauma...
...of which there are very, very many.
I'm waiting for the part where you tell me the good news.

I've been running an algorithm that will be able to flush the influence of the trigger words out while retaining the core context and content of those original memories. Essentially, I should be able to reboot him.

But more exciting is that this algorithm should provide even greater advancements in Wakanda's own artificial intelligence applications in the near future.

It's so much simpler than that silly shortcut Tony Stark took in creating Ultron.

Of course, that's 'cause I'm smarter than him.

It sounds like you've put a lot of thought into telling me how smart you are, but I believe you are right.

At the very least, for now, Sergeant Barnes can dream in peace.

And I'm sure that would make Steve Rogers happy enough to hear...
"...WHEREVER HE IS NOW."

OKAY BOYS, OUR FRIENDLY TERRORIST SHIPMENT IS HEADED YOUR WAY.

COPY THAT, NATASHA.

FINALLY, THESE CHITAIUFI-FUELED WEAPONS WILL PROVIDE US THE FIREFPOWER WE NEED TO LAY WASTE TO THE REGIME.

WHAT FURTHER EVIDENCE DO YOU NEED THAT THE U.S. IS ON OUR SIDE?

TRANSLATED FROM ARABIC.

WHAM

THAT'S ABOUT AS MUCH AS I NEEDED TO HEAR.
CRACK

We should move fast. Won't take long for them to point to us as the turncoats.

J.H.: Guess my old KGB contacts can still pull through in a pinch.

Just need to make sure we get these Chitauri components stripped and unusable before another splinter cell tries to take a crack at modifying them.

Sure you don't want to call Tony in on this, Steve?

I'm sure he's got enough on his plate. Where's the chatter take us next, Sam?

Lebanon.

All right. Let's keep at it. After all...

...every little bit helps.
AFTER EVERYTHING THAT'S HAPPENED... HOW CAN I NOT FEEL GUILTY?

I GOT DISTRACTED. DIDN'T FOCUS ON THE REAL THREAT THAT'S COMING.

THAT UP THERE, THAT'S THE END GAME. HOW WERE YOU GUYS PLANNING ON BEATING THAT?

TOGETHER. WE'LL LOSE. THEN WE'LL DO THAT TOGETHER, TOO.

IF I MADE THE CALL, I'M SURE STEVE WOULD ANSWER. BUT WILL THAT BE ENOUGH?

CAN'T THINK OF IT THAT WAY. IF I'M GONNA PREPARE FOR THE END OF ALL THINGS...

...I'LL HAVE TO FIGURE OUT HOW I CAN DO IT ALONE.

NEXT: THE COSMIC THREAT FROM ABOVE!